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US Futures-World Markets: Investors remain enthusiastic we’ll see an economic rebound as equities hit new
all-time highs yesterday. It’s good to see a positive market response to good news. This isn’t always the case.
It seems like equity markets believe interest rates will not rise much further. I’ll repeat my mantra: Wake me
up when we hit 2% on the 10-year. An expectation of strong corporate earnings is also pushing us higher. If
you want some perspective on how far we’ve come, go back and read a few notes on my website from
random days last year. Investing is a long-term game. It pays to have the proper mindset and stick to your
plan, without recency bias. Here’s an article from Schwab explaining recency bias https://bit.ly/3wvIzf2.
Credit Suisse is still unwinding its positions from the Archegos debacle. You know Goldman is laughing at
other firms shopping this order flow two weeks after the fact. A ton of recent chatter on US corporations and
Georgia voting laws. A CNBC reporter asked Sen. Tom Cotton three questions on the rules of bringing people
water while standing in line to vote. This is what the media focuses on? Although I understand fear sells and
they have an agenda to protect. Let’s get back to business with less political talk. S&P Futures vs. Fair
Value: -8.10, 10-Yr Yield: 1.717%.
CORE Headlines:
 Senate parliamentarian rules that Democrats can pass two additional pieces of legislation under
budget reconciliation rules which will allow infrastructure package to be passed without Republican
votes.-TheHill (Bipartisanship and compromise? Never mind.)
 Senator Joe Manchin (D-WV) says he will vote against the $2.3 trillion infrastructure package unless
changes are made. Progressive Democrats believe the plan is too small.-WaPo
 New York governor Andrew Cuomo and legislative leaders are close to a budget agreement that would
make New York City’s millionaires pay the highest personal income taxes in the nation, a stark result
of the pandemic’s economic fallout.-NYT
 China has created its own cyber currency, the first time a major economy has done so—a cyber yuan
stands to give Beijing power to track spending in real-time with money unlinked to the global financial
system dominated by the dollar, and could soften the bite of US sanctions.-WSJ (Every major country
in the world will have this in a few years. Just a matter of time.)
 Bitcoin exchange Coinbase is set to go public with two directors who are members of the audit
committee and are major shareholders, including one—Fred Ehrsam—who was a founder of the
company.-WSJ
 The Biden infrastructure plan has sparked a battle over what infrastructure means—Republicans say
the White House is including liberal social programs into legislation that should be focused on
repairing roads and bridges.-NYT
 Goldman estimated that President Biden’s plan to raise taxes to fund a massive infrastructure
overhaul would take nine percent off earnings per share for S&P 500 companies next year, with
communications services and infotech likely to be among the biggest losers.-FT
 Hedge funds are considering whether to switch the lenders they use as prime brokers after the sale of
assets by family office Archegos Capital Management spurred billions of dollars of losses at CS and
NMR.-FT
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More than a year after the pandemic started, Europe is still struggling to contain the coronavirus, with
hospitalizations and deaths rising in many countries as the continent grapples with a more infectious
variant and a shortage of vaccines.-FT
Forbes' annual world's billionaires list includes a record-breaking 2,755 billionaires, with Amazon
founder Jeff Bezos topping it for the fourth consecutive year, the media company said.-Reuters
US Border Patrol facilities housing migrant children suffer from severe overcrowding and “have been
stretched beyond thin,” according to an independent monitor who visited sites holding minors who
crossed the border without their parents.-RollCall (Spending trillions on pandemic relief and
‘infrastructure’, but politicians can’t figure this out. Sad and hardly humane.)

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Inc.: Want the perfect plan for your life? Think again. You’ll have to look backward to connect the dots.
https://bit.ly/31KZ357
 TechCrunch: The return of neighborhood retail and other surprising real estate trends
https://tcrn.ch/3rRCNB5
 Ben Carlson: How much money do you need to buy a new car? https://bit.ly/3dGiwtj
 NY Post: ESPN fires Paul Pierce after a racy video on Instagram https://bit.ly/3sW1I7Z (Pure stupidity.)
All charts from The Daily Shot:
The inverse correlation between tech stocks and bond yields remains intact. The relationship has been particularly
strong with real rates. Here is the Nasdaq 100 correlation with TIPS prices.

As real rates stabilized, …
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… the Nasdaq 100 rebounded.

some sector performance charts.

• Tech and semiconductors:
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• Communication Services:
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• Consumer Discretionary:
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• Healthcare:
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• Banks:
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• Energy:
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Equity ETF flows remain strong this year (in contrast to commodity ETFs). Encouraging to see with investors still sitting
on a pile of cash.

Source: SPDR Americas Research, @mattbartolini
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Residential construction spending pulled back from the highs in February. Nonresidential expenditures have been
shrinking.

a couple of updates on the housing market.
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• Tightening mortgage credit:

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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• Housing inventories:
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Travel-related online search activity is rebounding.

Source: Arbor Research & Trading

US lumber futures continue to rise.
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US high-yield spreads hit a multi-year low. (This is good for stocks.)
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